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Abstract
Due to its obvious practical relevance, the TIME-COST TRADEOFF PROBLEM has attracted the
attention of many researchers over the last forty years. While the LINEAR TIME-COST TRADEOFF
PROBLEM can be solved in polynomial time, its discrete variant is known to be NP-hard. We present
the first approximation algorithms with constant performance guarantee for the DISCRETE TIME-
COST TRADEOFF PROBLEM. Specifically, given a fixed budget we consider the problem of finding
a shortest schedule for a project. We give an approximation algorithm with performance ratio 3

2
for the class of projects where all feasible durations of activities are either 0, 1, or 2. We extend our
result by giving approximation algorithms with performance guarantee O  log  . Here,  is the ratio
of the maximum duration of any activity to the minimum non-zero duration of any activity. Finally,
we discuss bicriteria approximations where both time and cost are within a constant factor of an
optimum.
key words: time-cost tradeoff, approximation algorithm, scheduling, bicriteria optimization
1 Introduction
An instance P of the TIME-COST TRADEOFF PROBLEM is a project given by a finite set of activities
JP  J together with a partial order  J 	
 on the set of activities. In order to carry out a project, all
the activities have to be executed in accordance with the precedence constraints given by the partial
order: if j 
 k activity k may not be started before activity j is completed. The activities are indivisible
tasks, hence their execution must not be interrupted. The duration of an activity j  J, i. e., the difference
between its completion and start time, depends on the amount of money that is paid for it. This correlation
is described by a non-increasing non-negative cost function cPj
 c j :  ∞  for each activity
j  J, where c j  x j  is the amount of money one has to pay to run j with duration x j. We will drop the
upper index P at any symbol whenever it is clear from the context.
Throughout this paper we will consider projects that are represented by an edge diagram. This is a
directed acyclic graph where each activity j  J is represented by an edge of the graph, such that for any
two activities j 	 k  J there is a directed path from j to k if and only if j 
 k. In general, dummy edges are
needed to represent the precedence constraints in this way. Such a dummy edge corresponds to a dummy
activity j with c j  x j   0 for all x j  0. We can without loss of generality merge all the sources (vertices
with in-degree 0) of the edge diagram to a super-source s and all the sinks (vertices with out-degree 0) to
a super-sink s  .
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In order to keep the size of the edge diagram small it is desirable to use as few dummy edges as
possible. However, Krishnamoorthy and Deo (1979) proved that it is NP-hard to obtain a representation
with a minimum number of dummy edges. On the other hand one can easily find an edge diagram where
the number of dummy edges is polynomially bounded in the input size of the project. To be more precise,
given a project by a set of activities J and precedence constraints  J 	
 on J, an edge diagram can be
constructed by introducing for each pair of activities j 	 k  J with j 
 k a dummy edge between the
endpoint of edge j and the starting point of edge k.
A realization xP  x  J of project P is an assignment of durations x j to activities j  J. The total
cost cP  x   c  x  of realization x is given by
c  x  :  ∑
j   J c j  x j 
The project duration tP  x   t  x  of the realization x is the makespan of the earliest start schedule which
starts each activity at the earliest point in time obeying the precedence constraints and durations x j . In
other words, the project duration equals the length of a longest chain in the partial order which is itself
the length of a longest directed s–s  –path in a corresponding edge diagram. Thereby, the length of an
edge corresponding to an activity j is the chosen duration x j .
Ideally, we would like to minimize both time and cost for a given project P. Unfortunately, there is a
tradeoff between time and cost, i. e., short realizations are usually expensive and cheap realizations take
a long time. Fixing either cost or time we get two related optimization problems with the objective to
minimize the other parameter. The first problem is the
BUDGET PROBLEM: For a given non-negative budget B  0, find a shortest realization x
satisfying c  x   B.
Therefore, we are interested in the function T Popt
 Topt :       ∞  that gives the minimum time
Topt  B  needed for realizing project P with budget B:
Topt  B  :  min  t  x  x  J 	 c  x   B 
Since this minimum exists in all the cases that we will consider, the function is well-defined. The second
problem is the
DEADLINE PROBLEM: For a given project duration T  0 (deadline) find a cheapest real-
ization x satisfying t  x   T .
Therefore, we are interested in the function BPopt
 Bopt :        ∞  that gives the minimum budget
Bopt  T  needed to realize project P in time T :
Bopt  T  :  min  c  x 	 x  J 	 t  x   T 

Again, the minimum exists in all the cases that we will consider.
A realization x of the project P is an optimal realization if c  x   Bopt  t  x  and t  x   Topt  c  x  .
That is, x is an optimal realization if and only if P can be realized neither cheaper nor shorter without
increasing time or cost. An optimal realization x is called optimal for a deadline T  0, if c  x   Bopt  T  .
It is called optimal for a budget B  0, if t  x   Topt  B  .
The BUDGET PROBLEM and the DEADLINE PROBLEM are special parts of the TIME-COST TRADE-
OFF PROBLEM that was formulated almost forty years ago by Kelley and Walker (1959): find optimal
realizations for all deadlines T  0 (or equivalently for all budgets B  0). They considered linear
projects where all cost functions of activities are affine linear and decreasing functions over closed in-
tervals. The LINEAR TIME-COST TRADEOFF PROBLEM has independently been solved by Fulkerson
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(1961) and Kelley (1961). Later, Philips and Dessouky (1977) gave an improved version of the original
algorithms.
In contrast to the LINEAR TIME-COST TRADEOFF PROBLEM, its discrete variant, the DISCRETE
TIME-COST TRADEOFF PROBLEM, is known to be NP-hard (De et al., 1997). In a discrete project the
duration of each activity can be chosen from a finite number of alternatives. In this paper we assume
that for an activity j all possible durations are explicitly given such that the encoding length of j is
linear in the number of possible durations. Since discrete alternatives are quite common in practice (Har-
vey and Patterson, 1979; Hindelang and Muth, 1979) and can also be used for approximating arbitrary
time-cost relationships of jobs (Panagiotakopoulos, 1977; Robinson, 1975), the DISCRETE TIME-COST
TRADEOFF PROBLEM has frequently been considered; for further references see (De et al., 1995).
Since one cannot find algorithms that compute optimal realizations for the DISCRETE TIME-COST
TRADEOFF PROBLEM in polynomial time, unless P  NP, we are interested in algorithms that run in
polynomial time and compute provably good realizations: an α–approximation algorithm is a polynomial-
time algorithm that produces a feasible solution whose value is within a factor of α of the optimum; α
is called performance guarantee or performance ratio of the algorithm. To the best of the author’s
knowledge no approximation algorithm with constant performance guarantee was known before for the
DISCRETE TIME-COST TRADEOFF PROBLEM.
We present the following results: first of all we show that it suffices to consider projects with at
most two alternatives for the duration of each activity, where the shorter of two possible durations is
zero. This enables us to introduce a relaxation of discrete projects to linear projects. An optimal solution
to this linear relaxation then serves as a surrogate for the true optimum in our estimations. Moreover,
the structure of an optimal realization for the linear relaxation guides the construction of provably good
realizations for the discrete project.
Using a simple rounding technique, we give approximations with performance guarantee
 
for the
BUDGET PROBLEM and the DEADLINE PROBLEM of projects where all possible durations of activities
are in the range  0 	    	    . Using somewhat more sophisticated ideas these results can be improved. For
the special class of projects where all feasible durations are either 0, 1, or 2, we present an approximation
algorithm with performance guarantee 3  2 for the BUDGET PROBLEM. We also show that there exists
no approximation algorithm with a better performance guarantee for the considered class of instances,
unless P  NP. Furthermore, for the more general class of discrete projects where all possible durations
of activities lie in the set  0 	    	    we present approximation algorithms for the BUDGET PROBLEM
with performance guarantee depending logarithmically on
 
. We also show that the analysis is tight. On
the other hand we argue why we get much better results for wide classes of projects. Finally, we discuss
bicriteria approximation algorithms that construct feasible realizations for arbitrary discrete projects such
that both time and cost are within a constant factor of the optimal solution.
The paper is organized as follows: in the next section we state some important properties of linear
projects; in particular, we describe the algorithm of Philips and Dessouky (1977). In Section 3 we
consider discrete projects, present the reduction to the case of at most two alternatives for the duration
of each activity, and describe the linear relaxation. This enables us to develop simple
 
–approximation
algorithms in Section 4. In Section 5 we present the improvement to performance guarantee 3  2 for
the BUDGET PROBLEM in case
   2. For arbitrary   , we give O  log    –approximations in Section 6.
Finally, in Section 7 we discuss bicriteria approximation algorithms with constant performance ratio for
the DISCRETE TIME-COST TRADEOFF PROBLEM.
2 The Linear Time-Cost Tradeoff Problem
In this section we consider projects P where the duration of each activity j  J can be chosen from a
certain positive interval  aPj 	 bPj    a j 	 b j  belonging to this activity. Moreover, the cost function c j of j is
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affine linear and decreasing within that interval. Consequently, it is defined by the values c j  a j 	 c j  b j  
  and can be written in the following form:
c j  t  
   ∞ if t  a j 	b j  t
b j  a j c j  a j  t  a jb j  a j c j  b j  if a j  t  b j 	
c j  b j  if t  b j 
Since c j is constant for t  b j, we will only consider realizations x satisfying a  x  b. An instance P of
the described form is called a linear project and is an instance of the LINEAR TIME-COST TRADEOFF
PROBLEM (LTCT PROBLEM).
Since the realization x  b is obviously the shortest realization of a linear project P for the minimum
budget c  b  and since there can be no cheaper realization of P at all, it is an optimal realization for the
deadline t  b  . Moreover, the duration t  a  of the realization a is the shortest deadline that can be reached
with finite cost, though a is not an optimal realization for this deadline in general.
The following result was discovered by Fulkerson (1961) and independently by Kelley (1961). It is
not only crucial for solving the LINEAR TIME-COST TRADEOFF PROBLEM, but it also plays a funda-
mental role in the derivation of our approximation results for the discrete case. That is why we give a
new proof for it here.
Lemma 2.1. For a linear project P the functions Bopt and Topt are piecewise affine linear, convex, non-
increasing, and continuous, except for the intervals where the function values are infinite.
Proof. Consider the subset of 	 J   2 consisting of all triples  x 	 T 	 B  where x   J , a  x  b, is a
feasible realization, T  t  x  , and B  c  x  . Since function c is linear and t is the maximum of a finite
number of linear functions (namely the maximum length of all directed s–s  –paths in the edge diagram),
the considered subset is a polyhedron in   J   2 . Therefore its projection onto the coordinates  T 	 B  is a
two-dimensional polyhedron which we call epi and which is given by
epi    T 	 B   T  t  x  and B  c  x  for some a  x  b 
   T 	 B   T  Topt  B  
   T 	 B   B  Bopt  T   
The last two equalities are direct consequences of the definitions of Topt and Bopt . Thus the polyhedron
epi is the epigraph of Topt and Bopt and the functions have the desired properties.
As a consequence of Lemma 2.1 it suffices to know all the breakpoints of the function Bopt in order
to construct Bopt and Topt . Moreover, given for each breakpoint a corresponding optimal realization, one
can easily compute an optimal realization for an arbitrary deadline or budget as a convex combination of
the optimal realizations corresponding to the two neighboring breakpoints.
The algorithm of Philips and Dessouky solves the LINEAR TIME-COST TRADEOFF PROBLEM by
computing Bopt and optimal realizations for all the breakpoints. It starts with the optimal realization b
and constructs a sequence of optimal realizations for decreasing deadlines and increasing budgets. In
particular, this sequence contains optimal realizations for all the breakpoints of Bopt and Topt ; we refer to
this algorithm as LTCT-SOLVER. Since it will be used as a subroutine in our approximation algorithms
we give a more detailed explanation in what follows.
As already mentioned, algorithm LTCT-SOLVER computes optimal solutions for decreasing dead-
lines. Thus, given an optimal realization x, it has to find a way to shorten x without loosing optimality,
i. e., without too much increase in cost. More precisely, the increase in cost must not exceed the absolute
value of the left-hand derivative of Bopt at t  x  . Since it is obviously useless to shorten the durations x j of
those activities j whose corresponding edges do not lie in a longest s–s  –path at the moment, algorithm
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LTCT-SOLVER only considers the subgraph that is induced by critical edges; we call an edge critical if
it lies on a longest s–s  –path.
If the realization x can be shortened, i. e., if t  x    t  a  , then there exists an  s 	 s   –cut S in the
subgraph of critical edges such that all the activities j that correspond to forward edges in S can be
shortened, i. e., x j
  a j. Shortening all those durations uniformly by δ
  0 leads to a decrease of the
project duration by the same amount or a positive multiple of it as long as no other edge becomes critical.
Of course, this can also only be done until one of the edges in the cut attains its minimum duration a j. To
save cost we can at the same time uniformly enlarge the durations of those activities j, with x j  b j , that
correspond to backward edges in S by the same amount; this can be done until one of them has reached
its upper bound b j .
For each  s 	 s   –cut S we can in this way define the cost used per time to shorten all forward edges and
enlarge backward edges of S together with a maximum possible δS. Changing durations along a cheapest
cut S  in the subgraph of critical edges by δS  as described above preserves optimality and shortens the
project duration by exactly δS  . Moreover, such a cheapest cut can be found by solving a maximum flow
problem on the subgraph of critical edges. We do not go into the details at this point, the interested reader
is referred to the work of Philips and Dessouky (1977).
To summarize, algorithm LTCT-SOLVER starts with the optimal realization x  b and then iteratively
shortens this realization along a cheapest  s 	 s   –cut S  in the subgraph of critical edges by δS  . The
algorithm stops as soon as the project duration t  x  has reached the minimum possible duration t  a  .
The running time of each iteration of the algorithm is dominated by the running time needed to find the
minimum cut. This can be done in O  nm log  n2  m  time (Goldberg and Tarjan, 1988), where n denotes
the number of vertices and m the number of edges of the current subgraph. Since there are no isolated
vertices in the edge diagram and edges correspond to activities of the project, we get n

m
  J  . Hence
the overall running time of algorithm LTCT-SOLVER is O  #iterations   J  2 log  J   .
We should mention here that the number of iterations could possibly be exponential in the input size,
since there could exist exponentially many breakpoints for the function Bopt and the algorithm needs at
least one iteration to get from one breakpoint to the next. However, it is not known if there really exist
projects where Bopt has exponentially many breakpoints. Algorithm LTCT-SOLVER might not be an
efficient tool for solving the DEADLINE PROBLEM or BUDGET PROBLEM of linear projects for a single
deadline or budget. Of course, both problems can efficiently be solved, since they can be formulated
as linear programs of polynomial size. It was observed by Fulkerson (1961) that the dual program can
easily be transformed into a min-cost flow problem. Thus there even exists an efficient combinatorial
algorithm.
The following lemma is crucial for finding good realizations of discrete projects, which will be
considered in Section 4.
Lemma 2.2. If a j 	 b j are integral for all j  J, then algorithm LTCT-SOLVER computes in O   t  b 
t  a   J  2 log  J   time for each integral deadline T an optimal, integral realization.
Proof. The algorithm starts with the integral realization x  b. Since a and b are integral, the durations
of activities along the selected cut can at least be changed by δ :  1 in each iteration and the realization x
stays integral. As mentioned above, the project duration is then also decreased by 1 in each iteration and
the algorithm computes for each integral deadline an optimal, integral realization. Moreover, the number
of iterations of the algorithm can be bounded by t  b  t  a  and we get the desired result for the running
time.
A similar integrality result was already achieved in (Fulkerson, 1961) and in (Kelley, 1961, Re-
mark 4). There it is shown that under the conditions of Lemma 2.2 all the solutions computed by Algo-
rithm LTCT-SOLVER are integral. For a more detailed discussion of the stated results for linear projects
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we refer to (Fulkerson, 1961), (Kelley, 1961), and (Philips and Dessouky, 1977). An order-theoretic view
of the problem can be found in (Möhring and Radermacher, 1989).
3 The Discrete Time-Cost Tradeoff Problem
We consider projects P where the duration of each single activity j can attain at most two different non-
negative values h j and k j, where h j equals 0 or k j. By ignoring fixed costs we assume c j  k j   0 such
that c  k   0 and k is a feasible realization of P for any non-negative budget B. Moreover, if 0  h j  k j
we assume 0  c j  h j   ∞. We can think of the cost function of activity j as a step function
c j  t  
   ∞ if 0

t  h j 	
c j  h j  if h j  t  k j 	
0 if k j

t 
A project of the described form is a discrete project and an instance of the DISCRETE TIME-COST
TRADEOFF PROBLEM (DTCT PROBLEM).
At first sight, allowing only two feasible durations for each activity might look like a substantial
restriction. But we can in fact model any activity j with a finite number q   2 of feasible non-negative
durations d1      dq as a set of q parallel activities with the properties described above. These parallel
activities are represented by parallel edges in the edge diagram. Again, ignoring fixed cost we assume
c j  dq   0 and think of c j as a step function (recall that we assume c j to be non-increasing).
We first introduce an activity j1 with fixed length h j1 :
 k j1 :  d1 and c j1  k j1  :  0. This activity
guarantees that we cannot get shorter than the minimum feasible duration d1 of j. Then we model the
cost structure of j by introducing for all the other feasible durations di, 1  i  q, an activity ji. The idea
of this construction is that activity ji can only be shortened below duration di if the difference in cost to
the next shorter feasible duration di  1 of j is being paid. Therefore we define h ji :  0, k ji :  di, c ji  0  : 
c j  di  1   c j  di  , and c ji  k ji  :  0. It is an easy observation that the sum of the cost functions of the new
activities j1 	    	 jq exactly equals the cost function of j. Thus there is a canonical mapping of feasible
durations x j for j to tuples of feasible durations x j1 	    	 x jq for j1 	    	 jq such that x j  max  x j1 	    	 x jq 
and c j  x j   c j1  x j1       c jq  x jq  . Moreover, this mapping is bijective if we restrict ourselves without
loss of generality to tuples of durations x j1 	    	 x jq satisfying x ji  k ji if k ji  max  x j1 	    	 x jq  .
Since we assume that the encoding length of each activity j is linear in the number of possible
durations, the input size of a project is only increased by a constant factor if activities with more than
2 feasible durations are replaced by a set of parallel activities. In the remainder we will only consider
discrete projects with no more than two feasible durations for each activity.
For the same reason that bP̃ is an optimal realization for a linear project P̃, we know that kP is an
optimal realization for the discrete project P since it is the cheapest possible realization. On the other
hand, the duration t  h  is the shortest deadline that can be reached with finite cost, though h is not an
optimal realization in general. Therefore we only consider deadlines T  t  h  .
In what follows we will study special classes of instances of the DISCRETE TIME-COST TRADE-
OFF PROBLEM: a discrete project P is an instance of the
 
–DTCT PROBLEM for an integer
     , if
k j  0 	 1 	    	    for each activity j  J. If we consider arbitrary discrete projects with more than two
alternative durations for activities, this is (by the above transformation) equivalent to the requirement that
all feasible durations lie in the set  0 	 1 	    	    . As mentioned above, it is shown in (De et al., 1997) that
it is NP-hard to find optimal realizations for discrete projects. This is proved by reducing an NP-hard
variant of 3SAT to instances of the 2–DTCT PROBLEM. Hence it is already NP-hard to find optimal
realizations if we restrict ourselves to the 2–DTCT PROBLEM.
In order to design approximation algorithms for the BUDGET PROBLEM and the DEADLINE PROB-
LEM of discrete projects we introduce a linear relaxation which is used to get a lower bound on the value
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of an optimal solution. The linear relaxation P̃ of a discrete project P is a linear project that consists of
the same set of activities, i. e., J P̃  JP. Its structure is defined by the same partial order  J 	
 on this
set, hence the edge diagram corresponding to P̃ is the same as for P. The interval  aP̃j 	 bP̃j  is given by
aP̃j :
 hPj and bP̃j :  kPj for each activity j  J. The cost function cP̃j is defined by cP̃j  a j  :  cPj  h j  and
cP̃j  b j  :  cPj  k j  . This definition of the linear relaxation is the main reason why we have transformed
arbitrary discrete projects to those with at most two possible alternatives for the duration of each activity.
Lemma 3.1. If P̃ is the linear relaxation of the discrete project P, then T P̃opt  B 

T Popt  B  for all B  0
and BP̃opt  T 

BPopt  T  for all T  0.
The proof of the lemma follows immediately from the definition of the linear relaxation and is there-
fore left out. We shall often refer to the following two basic properties of realizations for arbitrary
projects.
Lemma 3.2. Let x, x  be realizations of the project P.
a) If α  0 and x j  α  x  j for each activity j  J, then t  x   α  t  x   .
b) If β  0 and x j  x  j
 β for each activity j  J, then t  x   t  x    β   J  .
Proof. Let I
 
J be the subset of activities corresponding to a longest s–s  –path in the edge diagram with
respect to x and I  the subset of J corresponding to a longest s–s  –path with respect to x  , then
t  x   ∑
j   I x j
 α∑
j   I x  j
 α ∑
j   I  x  j
 α  t  x  
in case a), and
t  x   t  x    ∑
j   I x j  ∑j   I  x  j
 ∑
j   I x j  ∑j   I x  j
 ∑
j   I  x j  x  j 
 β   J 
in case b).
4  -Approximations for the  -DTCT PROBLEM
In this section, we consider the BUDGET PROBLEM and the DEADLINE PROBLEM for instances P of
the
 
-DTCT PROBLEM, for arbitrary
     . One idea to get good solutions to these problems is to
compute an optimal realization x̃ of the linear relaxation P̃ of P and to round it appropriately to a feasible
realization of P. The quality of this realization can then be tested by comparing its value, i. e., its duration
or cost, to the value of the realization we started with.
Consider the following example: we are given a project P whose only activity j has feasible durations
h j  0 and k j  2, where c j  2   0 and c j  0   q, for some q    ; furthermore, we are allowed to spend
the budget B  q  1 and want to minimize the project duration. Since we cannot afford to choose
duration 0 for activity j, the duration of the optimal realization is 2. However, the optimal solution to the
linear relaxation P̃ has value 2  q and is thus a factor of q away from 2. Consequently, since q may be
chosen arbitrarily large one cannot give any performance guarantee by comparing the value of a feasible
realization of the discrete project to the optimal solution of its linear relaxation P̃. But we can overcome
this drawback if we use as a lower bound the shortest integral realization of the linear relaxation for the
given budget instead. This yields a duration of 1 in the our example which is only a factor of 2 away
from the optimum for the discrete project P.
Therefore, we call a realization x̃ of P̃ integral optimal for a budget B (for a deadline T ), if x̃ is the
shortest (cheapest) integral realization of P̃ satisfying c  x̃   B (respectively t  x̃   T ). In contrast, if we
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talk about an optimal, integral realization for a budget (for a deadline) we mean one which is optimal
for this budget (for this deadline) and integral. In the above example x̃ j  2  q is optimal and x̃ j  1 is
integral optimal for the budget q  1. However, x̃ j  1 is not optimal, integral for the budget q  1 but it
is optimal, integral for the budget q  2.
The following lemma states some important properties of integral optimal realizations.
Lemma 4.1. Let P be an instance of the
 
-DTCT PROBLEM and x̃ a realization for the linear relaxation
P̃ of P.
a) If x̃ is integral optimal for the deadline T with respect to P̃, then cP̃  x̃   BPopt  T  .
b) If x̃ is integral optimal for the budget B with respect to P̃, then t  x̃     T P̃opt  B   T Popt  B  .
c) Algorithm LTCT-SOLVER can be used to compute integral optimal realizations of P̃ for all deadlines
and budgets in time O     J  3 log  J   .
Proof. Since we are interested in integral realizations x̃ of P̃ only and all feasible realizations of P are
integral, we can without loss of generality assume that the deadline T in part a) is integral too (because
otherwise we can replace T by  T  ). There exists an optimal, integral realization x̃  for the integral
deadline T by Lemma 2.2 and algorithm LTCT-SOLVER can be used to compute it. Moreover, x̃  is
by definition integral optimal for the deadline T and we get cP̃  x̃   cP̃  x̃    BP̃opt  T 

BPopt  T  by
Lemma 3.1.
To prove part b), consider an optimal, integral realization x̃  for the deadline   T P̃opt  B  . By definition
of T P̃opt  B  we know that c  x̃  

B and since x̃  is integral we get
t  x̃   t  x̃      T P̃opt  B   T Popt  B  	
where the last inequality follows from the integrality of T Popt  B  and Lemma 3.1. On the other hand, the
integrality of x̃ yields t  x̃  
 
T P̃opt  B  . In particular x̃  is integral optimal for the budget B and can be
computed by algorithm LTCT-SOLVER.
As a consequence of part a) and b) we get integral optimal realizations by computing optimal realiza-
tions for integral deadlines. By Lemma 2.2 and Lemma 3.2 b) this can be done in time O     J  3 log  J   .
We get the following interesting corollary:
Corollary 4.2. Let r   0 and P be an instance of the DTCT PROBLEM satisfying k j   0 	 r  for all
j  J. Then algorithm LTCT-SOLVER can be used to compute optimal realizations of P for all possible
deadlines and budgets in O   J  3 log  J   time.
Proof. Since all feasible durations are either 0 or r only multiples of r can occur as project durations
and it suffices to consider those deadlines which are multiples of r. We may without loss of generality
assume that r  1 because otherwise one can rescale all feasible durations by multiplication with the
positive scalar 1r . This leads to an instance of the 1-DTCT PROBLEM. The result now follows from
Lemma 4.1 and the observation that for an instance P of the 1-DTCT PROBLEM all integral realizations
of its linear relaxation P̃ are feasible for P.
When we are looking for provably good solutions x to the DEADLINE PROBLEM of a discrete project
P, we can first compute an integral optimal realization x̃ of the linear relaxation P̃ for the given deadline
T . This gives a lower bound cP̃  x̃  on the value of an optimal solution BPopt  T  by Lemma 4.1 a).
Unfortunately, x̃ is not a feasible solution for the discrete project P in general. But hopefully it is not too
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far away from an optimal feasible realization of P for the deadline T . Thus a straightforward approach
is to round x̃ to a feasible realization x of P.
We only need to consider those activities j which have been assigned a duration x̃ j that is not feasible
for the discrete project, i. e., 0  x̃ j  k j . Of course we would like to round x̃ j to the less expensive dura-
tion k j, but unfortunately this could possibly increase the project duration and thus violate the deadline
T . To avoid this, we better round these durations to the more expensive alternative x j :  0 such that
t  x   t  x̃   T by Lemma 3.2 a). If P is an instance of the   –DTCT PROBLEM, we get by definition of
the linear relaxation and by integrality of x̃ j
cP̃j  x̃ j  
k j  x̃ j
k j
 cPj  0  
1   cPj  0  (4.1)
This yields cPj  0 
  
cP̃j  x̃ j  and hence cP  x 
  
cP̃  x̃     BPopt  T  by Lemma 4.1 a). Note that we had
to start with an integral optimal realization x̃, because otherwise we could not give any bound on k j  x̃ j
in (4.1).
We have proved performance guarantee
 
for the approximation algorithm that first computes an
integral optimal solution to the linear relaxation and then rounds this solution to a feasible realization of
P. We cannot get a better bound in this way since our analysis of the cost for the rounded solution is
tight: consider a discrete project P where both duration and cost are dominated by only one activities j
with h j  0 and k j    together with the deadline T :     1. In this case equality holds in (4.1) and thus




When we are looking for good solutions to the BUDGET PROBLEM, we can apply a similar idea. In
a first step we compute an integral optimal solution x̃ of the linear relaxation for the given budget B. By
Lemma 4.1 b) we get a lower bound t  x̃  on the duration T Popt  B  of an optimal solution. In the rounding
step we should now set the durations of activities j with 0  x̃ j  k j to the less expensive duration x j  k j,
because rounding to 0 increases cost and we would possibly overspend the budget B. If P is an instance
of the
 
–DTCT PROBLEM we therefore get
x j

k j x̃ j
  
x̃ j 	
since x̃ j  1 by integrality of x̃. This yields t  x     t  x̃     T Popt  B  by Lemma 3.2 a) and thus we have
also developed an approximation algorithm with performance guarantee
 
for the BUDGET PROBLEM.
Theorem 4.3. For instances of the
 
-DTCT PROBLEM, rounding the durations of an integral optimal
realization to the linear relaxation uniformly in one direction as described above gives approximation
algorithms with performance guarantee
 
for the BUDGET PROBLEM and the DEADLINE PROBLEM.
For the BUDGET PROBLEM we can even get better results. Because, unlike the situation for the
DEADLINE PROBLEM, we can now repair the violation of the budget caused by rounding some durations
to the shorter but more expensive alternative 0, if we save money by rounding durations of other activities
to the less expensive alternative k j. We will use this idea in the next section to get a better approximation
result for the 2–DTCT PROBLEM.
5 The Approximability of the 2–DTCT PROBLEM
We consider the BUDGET PROBLEM for instances of the 2–DTCT PROBLEM. Hence we are given a
discrete project P with k j   0 	 1 	 2  for each activity j  J and a budget B  0. By construction of the
linear relaxation P̃ the cost functions cPj and c
P̃
j coincide for all feasible durations x j in P. Therefore, to
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h j   0
c j  x j 
j  J  J  
j  J  
x j0
c j  0 
x̃ j   1 k j   2
aP j bP j
Figure 1: The cost function of an activity j  J  .
simplify notation, we only use the symbols c j :  cP̃j and c :  cP̃ throughout this section. For the same
reason we denote both functions tP and tP̃ simply by t.
To compute a provably good, feasible realization of P we first use algorithm LTCT-SOLVER in
order to find an integral optimal realization x̃ of the linear relaxation P̃ for the given budget B. Then an
algorithm called REINVEST rounds this realization x̃ in a somewhat more intricate way according to the
idea given at the end of the last section in order to get a good, feasible realization of P. First of all, it
fixes the durations of all the activities j that are already feasible to x j :  x̃ j   h j 	 k j  . Now it remains to
consider those activities j where h j  0, k j  2, and x̃ j  1. We denote the subset of J consisting of all
these activities by J  .
The feasible realization that we get by just setting x j :  2 for all j  J  is a 2–approximation by The-
orem 4.3. Notice that this realization does not use an amount of B  :  B  c  x   B  c  x̃   ∑ j   J  c j  1 
of the budget B. The main idea of the algorithm is to reinvest this saved amount in order to round some of
the durations back from 2 to 1 and then to the feasible duration 0. In other words, algorithm REINVEST
rounds not all but only some of the jobs in J  from 1 to 2 such that at least 12 B  of the whole budget is
left. This amount suffices to round all the other jobs in J  from 1 to 0; the reason is that the amount saved
by rounding a job from 1 to 2 exactly equals the cost that is needed to round it from 1 to 0, see Figure 1.
A more precise argument is given in the proof of Theorem 5.1. We denote the subset of J  consisting of
those activities whose duration is rounded to 0 by J   .
It remains to decide which activities should be rounded from 1 to 2 preserving an amount of 12 B 
with minimum increase in the project duration. This problem can be solved optimally: we construct
another linear project P  where the durations of activities j  J  can be chosen out of the interval  1 	 2  ,
see Figure 1, and the durations and costs of all the other activities are fixed, i. e., aP j  1, bP j  2 for j  J 
and aP j  bP j  x̃ j for j  J  J  . Note that the realization bP  is the solution found by the 2–approximation
algorithm of the last section. Therefore it is at most twice as long as an optimal realization for the budget
B. Moreover, by definition of B  we get c  bP    B  B  . We compute an integral optimal realization
x  of P  for the budget B  12 B  , i. e., we force the new realization x  to preserve an amount of 12 B  with
minimum increase in the project duration. The convexity of the function T P opt yields that the duration of
x  is (up to integrality) at most the average of t  x̃  and t  bP   since its budget is the average of the cost
of bP  and the budget B. Therefore it is within a factor 32 of the optimum (again, up to integrality), see
Figure 2.
Finally, as mentioned above, we turn x  into a feasible realization for P by setting the durations of
the remaining activities j  J     J  from 1 to 0 using the remaining budget 12 B  . A formal description of
10
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opt  B   12

T P opt  B  t  bP   
2T Popt  B   t  bP  
T Popt  B   T P opt  B 
B
T P opt





opt  B  .
algorithm REINVEST is given in Figure 3.
Theorem 5.1. Given an instance P of the 2–DTCT PROBLEM and a budget B  0, algorithm REINVEST
computes a feasible realization x such that c  x   B and t  x     32 T Popt  B   . The running time of the
algorithm is O   J  3 log  J   .
Proof. By construction of the linear project P  its cost functions cP j and cP  coincide with cP̃j respectively
cP̃ for all feasible durations, see Figure 1. Therefore we also use the notation c j, c, and t for the project
P  .
First of all we show that the realization x of P does not violate the given budget B. Since x j  x  j for
all j  J  J   , we get
c  x   c  x    ∑
j   J    c j  0   c j  1  by step 4,
 ∑
j   J    c j  1   c j  2   by linearity of c j, see Figure 1,
 c  x    c  bP   by definition of bP  .
Since c  x    B  12 B  and c  bP    B  B  , we get
c  x   2c  x    c  bP    B 
Now we want to show that t  x     32 T Popt  B   . We know from the last section that t  bP    2 t  x̃  .
Considering x̃ as a realization of P  yields T P opt  B   t  x̃  because c  x̃   B. Since t  x̃   T Popt  B  by
Lemma 4.1 b), we get
T P opt  B   T Popt  B  and t  bP    2T Popt  B   (5.1)
The remaining part of the proof is described in Figure 2. Since the budget for the integral optimal
realization x  of P  is the average of the budget B and the cost B  B  of the realization bP  , the convexity
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Input: instance P of the 2–DTCT PROBLEM, budget B  0;
Output: feasible realization x of P.
1) compute an integral optimal realization x̃ of the linear relaxation P̃ of P for the budget B ;
2) construct a new linear project P  :
  let  P  	
 :   P	
   P̃ 	
  ;  if x̃ j   h j 	 k j  for j  J then set aP j :  bP j :  x̃ j and cP j  aP j  :  c j  x̃ j  ;  if  h j 	 k j    0 	 2  and x̃ j  1 for j  J (i. e., j  J  ), then set aP j :  1, bP j :  2, cP j  1  : 
c j  1  , and cP j  2  :  c j  2  ;
3) compute an integral optimal realization x  of P  for the budget B  12 B  ;
4) set x j : 

x  j if x  j   h j 	 k j  	
0 if x  j  1 and j  J  	
for all j  J and return x .
Figure 3: Algorithm REINVEST.
of the function T P opt yields that t  x   is up to integrality at most the average of T P opt  B  and t  bP   which
can be bounded by (5.1). Putting these results together, we get
t  x    T P opt  12  B  c  bP    by Lemma 4.1 b),
  1
2  T P opt  B   T P opt  c  bP    by Lemma 2.1,
 1




opt  B   by (5.1).
Since x j

x  j for all j  J, the result follows by Lemma 3.2 a).
Steps 2 and 4 of algorithm REINVEST can be done in linear time. Its running time is therefore
dominated by the two calls of algorithm LTCT-SOLVER in steps 1 and 3. Since t  bP̃   t  aP̃   2  J  and
t  bP    t  aP     J  by Lemma 3.2 b), the overall running time is O   J  3 log  J   by Lemma 2.2.
In the next section we make use of the following slightly stronger result.





 T P̃opt  B    .
Proof. Lemma 4.1 b) yields t  x̃     T P̃opt  B  . Thus we can replace T Popt  B  by
 
T P̃opt  B  in (5.1). The
result now follows using the same arguments as in the proof of Theorem 5.1.
Finally, we want to show that there can be no better approximation algorithm for the BUDGET PROB-
LEM of the 2–DTCT PROBLEM, unless P  NP.
Theorem 5.3. There is no polynomial-time algorithm computing a realization x for arbitrary instances
P of the 2–DTCT PROBLEM and for arbitrary budgets B  0, such that c  x   B and t  x   32 T Popt  B  ,
unless P  NP.
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Proof. De et al. (1997) show that the following decision problem is NP-complete. Given an instance
of the 2–DTCT PROBLEM and a fixed budget, does there exist a realization x obeying the budget, such
that t  x   2? If there was a polynomial-time approximation algorithm for the BUDGET PROBLEM with
performance guarantee 32  ε for some ε
  0, it would find optimal realizations for all the instances P
with T Popt  B   2 and could therefore solve the NP-complete decision problem.
The statement of Theorem 5.3 may be of little relevance in some sense since we have only shown
it to be tight for instances with optimal value 2. Thus, like for the edge-coloring problem, it could be
the case that the BUDGET PROBLEM can be approximated within an additive constant of 1 for instances
of the 2–DTCT PROBLEM. Unfortunately, there does not seem to be the possibility to carry over the
non-approximability result directly to instances of the 2–DTCT PROBLEM with arbitrarily large optimal
value. On the one hand, the problem lacks a straightforward scaling property. On the other hand, a simple
serial concatenation of several copies of a project whose duration is NP-hard to approximate within a
factor of 32  ε does not necessarily lead to a longer project with the same non-approximability property;
the reason is that we cannot force a fixed distribution of the given budget among those copies.
However, the statement of Theorem 5.3 is certainly of relevance in the context of arbitrary discrete
projects. There can always be a sub-project of a given discrete project which dominates both time and
cost and is up to rescaling an instance of the 2–DTCT PROBLEM. Therefore, for arbitrary discrete
projects the BUDGET PROBLEM cannot be approximated within a constant 32  ε for ε
  0 even if the
optimal duration of such a project is large.
6 O
 
log   –Approximations for the BUDGET PROBLEM
In this section we consider instances P of the
 
-DTCT PROBLEM and present approximation algorithms
with performance guarantee O  log    for the BUDGET PROBLEM. The algorithms even work for the more
general class of discrete projects where the ratio of the maximum feasible duration of any activity to the
minimum allowed non-zero duration of any activity is bounded by
 
. Using the representation of discrete
projects described in Section 3 and rescaling all the durations by the inverse of the minimum allowed
non-zero duration of any activity as in the proof of Corollary 4.2, those instances can be described by
discrete projects with at most two possible durations h j

k j where h j   0 	 k j  and k j   0    1 	    for
each activity j  J. To simplify notation we set λ :   log2    in this section.
The main idea of the O  λ  –approximation algorithm, which is called PARTITION and is formally
described in Figure 4, is to divide the project P into λ  1 sub-projects. We first cover the interval  1 	   
with λ  1 intervals  2i 	 2i  1  , 0  i  λ, of geometrically increasing size. Then the activities of P are
partitioned according to their maximum duration k j: for 0

i
 λ let Ji :   j  J  2i  k j  2i  1  . Each
subset Ji of J induces a sub-project Pi of P which is given by  Ji 	
  Ji  , where 
  Ji denotes the restriction
of the partial order 
 of J to the subset Ji. Notice that we did not take activities j with k j  0 into account
since they are dummy activities and thus part of the partial order.
All the sub-projects Pi of P have the nice property that the maximum durations k j of activities j  Ji
have up to a factor of 2 the same value 2i. In the approximation algorithm we want to compute optimal
realizations for all the sub-projects of P. Thus, in view of Corollary 4.2, we round those durations for
activities of sub-projects Pi uniformly to 2i, i. e., we set for j  Ji
kPij :






2i otherwise 	 c
Pi
j  hPij  :  cPj  hPj 
(6.1)
The main idea in algorithm PARTITION is to combine optimal realizations of the sub-projects to a
provably good realization of project P. For every tuple xP0 	    	 xPλ of feasible realizations for the sub-
13
Input: discrete project P, budget B  0;
Output: feasible realization xP of P ;




 λ compute BPiopt and corresponding optimal realizations of Pi ;
3) compute the minimum deadline T satisfying ∑λi   0 B
Pi
opt  T   B ;
4) combine optimal realizations of P0 	    	 Pλ for the deadline T to a realization xP of P as defined
in (6.2) and return xP.
Figure 4: Algorithm PARTITION.
projects P0 	    	 Pλ we can construct a corresponding feasible realization xP of P and vice versa: given








kPj otherwise  (6.2)
This defines a bijection between realizations for P and tuples of realizations for P0 	    	 Pλ .
In order to decide which optimal realizations of sub-projects should be combined to a realization of
P, algorithm PARTITION computes the minimum deadline T such that all sub-projects can be finished at
time T and the sum of the corresponding costs does not exceed the budget B, i. e., ∑λi   0 B
Pi
opt  T   B. Note
that such a deadline T always exists and maxi tPi  kPi  is an upper bound on it. In the proof of Theorem 6.1
we will show that T is a lower bound on the optimal value T Popt  B  . Algorithm PARTITION computes
optimal realizations of all the sub-projects for this deadline T and combines them to a realization of P as
described in (6.2).
Theorem 6.1. Algorithm PARTITION returns for every discrete project P and budget B  0 a realization
x of P satisfying c  x   B and t  x   2  λ  1  T Popt  B  , where λ   log2    and   is the ratio of the maximum
feasible duration of any activity to the minimum allowed non-zero duration of any activity. The algorithm
can be implemented to run in strongly polynomial time.
In the proof of Theorem 6.1 we use the fact that the deadline T in step 3 is a lower bound on T Popt  B  .
If we combine the optimal realizations of sub-projects in step 4 we nearly have to double the durations
of activities in the worst case because of the rounding of kPij in (6.1). This contributes a factor of two
to the performance guarantee of algorithm PARTITION. Moreover, in the worst case the durations of the
realizations for the λ  1 sub-projects can add up to the duration of the final realization xP. This yields
another factor of λ  1.
In order to give the formal proof of Theorem 6.1 we need the following lemma:
Lemma 6.2. If xP and xP0 	    	 xPλ are realizations of P and P0 	    	 Pλ as in (6.2) the following relations
hold:
a) cP  xP   λ∑
i   0
cPi  xPi  ,
b) tP  xP   2 λ∑
i   0
tPi  xPi  ,
c) tPi  xPi   tP  xP  for 0  i  λ .
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Proof. Part a) of the lemma follows from the definition of sub-projects in (6.1). In order to prove part b)
let I
 
J be the elements of a longest chain in the partial order of the set J with respect to xP. Since for
any activity j  Ji the duration xPj is at most twice as long as the duration xPij by (6.1) and I
 
Ji is a chain
in the partial order of the set JPi , we get
tP  xP   ∑


















tPi  xPi 
The last part of the lemma is a direct consequence of the fact that xPij





Proof of Theorem 6.1. Since the realization xP is composed of realizations xPi with t  xPi   T for 0 
i
 λ, Lemma 6.2 b) yields t  xP   2  λ  1  T . Moreover, by Lemma 6.2 a) and the choice of T in
step 3 of the algorithm we get c  xP   B. Hence it remains to show that T  T Popt  B  . Let x̂P be an
optimal realization of P for the budget B. By Lemma 6.2 a) the corresponding realizations x̂P0 	    	 x̂Pλ of




cPi  x̂Pi   cP  x̂P   B
and tPi  x̂Pi   tP  x̂P   T Popt  B  for 0  i  λ by Lemma 6.2 c). Hence we get T  T Popt  B  .
Finally we want to show that algorithm PARTITION can be implemented to run in strongly polynomial
time. In the algorithm we only have to consider those sub-projects Pi of P with Ji
 /0. Thus their number
can be bounded by  J  . In particular we can implement all the loops and summations over the set of
sub-projects to run in strongly polynomial time.
Steps 1 and 4 can obviously be done in linear time. By Corollary 4.2 we can use algorithm LTCT-
SOLVER to perform step 2 in strongly polynomial time. It remains to show that the minimum deadline T
in step 3 can be computed in strongly polynomial time. We replace step 3 by the following subroutine:
i) set q :  0 ;
ii) while ∑λi   0 B
Pi
opt  tPq  kPq    B do q :  q  1 ;
iii) determine the smallest T  2q   0 with tPq  hPq   T  tPq  kPq  satisfying ∑λi   0 BPiopt  T   B ;
Note that there always exists a 0

q
 λ which terminates the while-loop in step ii: consider q with
tPq  kPq   maxi tPi  kPi  , then ∑λi   0 BPiopt  tPq  kPq    0  B. We have to make sure that the value T com-
puted by the subroutine equals the minimum deadline T̂ with ∑λi   0 B
Pi
opt  T̂   B. Thus we have to show
tPq  hPq   T̂  tPq  kPq  and T̂  2q   0 . By construction of q in step ii we know that T̂   tPi  kPi  for
0

i  q and T̂  tPq  kPq  . Moreover, since tPq  hPq  is the smallest deadline that can be reached with
finite cost for the sub-project Pq, we get T̂  tPq  hPq  .
By contradiction we assume T̂
 2q   0 . Since for q  i  λ all feasible durations of activities in Pi
are multiples of 2q, the same holds for the breakpoints of the step function BPiopt . This yields




 λ. Moreover, since T̂   tPi  kPi  for 0  i  q, equation (6.3) also holds for these values of i.
Hence ∑λi   0 B
Pi
opt  T̂  1   ∑λi   0 BPiopt  T̂ 

B in contradiction to the minimality of T̂ .
Since we only have to consider values for q with Jq
 /0, step ii can be implemented to run in strongly
polynomial time. In step iii we can simply enumerate all possible values of T since t  kPq   t  hPq  
2q  Jq  by Lemma 3.2 b).
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h j   0 ; k j   2   ε
0 ; 2   ε
2







0 ; 4   ε
a) Project P. c) Sub-project P1.
b) Sub-project P0.
Figure 5: A bad instance for Algorithm PARTITION with λ  1.
The proven performance guarantee of algorithm PARTITION is tight: let λ    and   :  2λ  1  ε




 λ, the ith chain contains 2λ  i identical activities ji with h ji :  k ji :  2i and its
length is thus fixed to 2λ. The last chain is the serial concatenation of all the other chains, with the small
but crucial difference that we set h ji :
 0 and k ji :  2i  1  ε for all the activities of the ith chain now.
In Figure 5 a) we give an edge diagram of P for the case λ  1. We choose the budget B such that we
can afford to shorten the last chain to length 0, i. e., B  cP  hP  . Thus we get T Popt  B   t  hP   2λ, see
Figure 5 a).




Pi consists of two parallel chains: the ith chain of P with fixed length 2λ and a copy of it from the
 λ  1  th chain of P with the only difference that h ji  0 for all the activities, see Figure 5 b) and
c). Therefore tPi  hPi   tPi  kPi   2λ and the only optimal realization of Pi is kPi . Hence algorithm
PARTITION returns the trivial realization kP whose length is given by the length of the last chain, i. e.,
t  kP   ∑λi   0 2λ  i  2i  1  ε   2  λ  1  ε  2λ  ε  2  λ  1  ε  T Popt  B  ε.
Since the performance ratio of algorithm PARTITION mainly depends on the number of sub-projects
that have to be considered, it can be significantly better if some of the sets Ji are empty. If for example
k j   0 	 1 	    for each activity j  J, we only have to consider the projects P0 and Pλ. Moreover, we do
not need the rounding of durations in this situation and get performance guarantee 2. More generally we
can state the following corollary:
Corollary 6.3. For a given project P and budget B algorithm PARTITION returns a realization x of P
with c  x   B and t  x   2qT Popt  B  , where q is the number of non-empty sets Ji .
Algorithm PARTITION can even be slightly improved for general instances by combining the idea
of partitioning P into sub-projects with the rounding technique of algorithm REINVEST. Remember
that the factor λ  1 in the performance guarantee of algorithm PARTITION equals the number of sub-
projects that have to be combined in step 4. The main idea for the improved variant of the algorithm
(see Figure 6) is to partition project P into half as many sub-projects as before in order to save a factor
2 in the performance guarantee. The new sub-projects are (up to rescaling) instances of the 2–DTCT
PROBLEM and can therefore only be approximated within a factor 32 of an optimal solution. These two






2  we combine sub-projects P2i and P2i  1 to a new sub-project P̄i (if λ is even, Pλ  1 is
defined to be a trivial project with an empty set of activities Jλ  1 :  /0). The new sub-project P̄i consists
16
Input: discrete project P, budget B  0;










2  compute BP̃iopt and corresponding integral optimal realizations of P̃i ;
3’) compute the minimum deadline T with ∑
 
λ  2 
i   0 B
P̃i
opt   2  2iT    B ;




2  a realization xPi of Pi satisfying c  xPi   BP̃iopt   2  2iT   and





2  rescale xPi by a factor of 22i to get a realization xP̄i of P̄i and combine these
realizations to a realization xP of P.
Figure 6: Improved variant of algorithm PARTITION.
of the set of activities J2i  J2i  1 together with the induced partial order. The durations of activities are
again rounded as described in (6.1).
Thus, up to rescaling by a factor of 2  2i, the sub-project P̄i is an instance of the 2–DTCT PROB-
LEM. We denote the corresponding instance of the 2–DTCT PROBLEM by Pi and its linear relaxation
by P̃i. Since it is NP-hard to compute BP̄iopt  T  and corresponding optimal realizations of P̄i, we use
BP̃
i
opt   2  2iT   and integral optimal realizations of P̃i instead. By construction and Lemma 3.1 we get
BP̃
i
opt   2  2iT    BPiopt   2  2iT    BP̄iopt  T 
Thus, the same argument as in the proof of Theorem 6.1 yields that the deadline T computed in step 3’
is a lower bound on T Popt  B  . Moreover, using the rounding technique of algorithm REINVEST, we
can construct realizations xP
i




2  , with c  xPi   BP̃iopt   2  2iT   and t  xPi   
3
2  2  2iT   by Corollary 5.2. These realizations can finally be rescaled to realizations of the sub-projects
P̄i and combined to a realization xP of P as described in (6.2).
Theorem 6.4. The improved variant of algorithm PARTITION given in Figure 6 achieves performance
guarantee 32 λ  3 and can be implemented to run in strongly polynomial time.
Since the proof of Theorem 6.4 is very similar to the proof of Theorem 6.1 we only highlight the main
differences that lead to the improved performance guarantee. In particular, we do not give the analysis
of the running time.
Sketch of proof. As mentioned above, the reason for the improved performance guarantee is that we
only have to combine half as many realizations as before and can therefore save a factor 2. We get an
additional factor 32 since we cannot compute optimal realizations for the sub-projects but use algorithm
REINVEST with performance guarantee essentially 32 instead. Using the same arguments as in the proof
of Theorem 6.1 we get c  xP   B and
tP̄i  xP̄i     32  2  2iT   22i 

0 if T  22i ,
3





2  . If λ is even we can get a better bound for the case i 
  λ
2  since in this case Jλ  1  /0
and P̄   λ  2  is up to rescaling an instance of the 1-DTCT PROBLEM as in Corollary 4.2. Thus we can find
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an optimal realization xP̄
 
λ  2  of P̄   λ  2  for the deadline T such that t P̄
 
λ  2   xP̄   λ  2    T . Moreover, since all
feasible durations of P̄   λ  2  are multiples of 2λ we get t P̄
 
λ  2   xP̄   λ  2    0 if T  2λ. This yields
 
λ  2 
∑
i   0
tP̄i  xP̄i  
  
3
2  λ  12  1  T  ∑i:T  22i 22i  1 if λ is odd,




2 T  ∑i:T  22i 22i  1 if λ is even and T  2λ .
All the right hand sides can be bounded from above by 12  32 λ  3  T . Thus, an appropriate adaption of
Lemma 6.2 b) yields
t  xP   2
 
λ  2 
∑
i   0
tP̄i  xP̄i    32 λ  3  T 
It remains to be shown that T is a lower bound on T Popt  B  and that T can be computed in strongly
polynomial time. This can be done using the same ideas that have already been described in the proof of
Theorem 6.1.
7 Bicriteria Results
From a practical point of view the results in Sections 4 and 6 are certainly of minor interest. On the one
hand, the proven performance guarantee
 
for the DEADLINE PROBLEM and O  log    for the BUDGET
PROBLEM are somewhat weak. On the other hand, in many situations it may not be realistic to assume
a hard given deadline or budget. Thus, it could be a better idea to treat both time and cost as parameters
having equal rights. This means that we allow some restricted tolerance in both directions. More pre-
cisely, we consider the following problem: we are given a discrete project P together with a deadline T
(or budget B) which implicitly defines an optimal time-cost pair  T 	 B  where B  BPopt  T  (respectively
T  T Popt  B  ). We are looking for a realization x of P such that t  x 
 κT and c  x   λB for given pa-
rameters κ 	 λ  1 which define the allowed tolerance for the project duration and cost. Algorithms that
compute such solutions in polynomial time are called bicriteria approximation algorithms or pseudo
approximation algorithms.
The main idea for getting bicriteria approximation results for the DISCRETE TIME-COST TRADEOFF
PROBLEM is again to start with an optimal solution to the linear relaxation and to round this solution to
a feasible realization of the discrete project. Thus, in the following we will always assume that x̃ is an
optimal realization of the linear relaxation for the given deadline or budget. As described in Section 2, x̃
can be computed in polynomial time.
In contrast to our considerations in Section 4, we may now round the duration of an activity in both
directions depending on which feasible duration is closer in some sense. In our rounding procedure called
BICRITERIA-ROUNDING  µ  we partition for each activity j the interval  0 	 k j  into two parts  0 	 µk j  and µk j 	 k j  depending on a parameter 0  µ  1. If the duration x̃ j of activity j is within the interval  0 	 µk j  ,
we round it to x j :  0, otherwise to x j :  k j . In the first case, the cost of the solution is increased
by a factor less than 1   1  µ  , in the second case, the duration of j is increased by 1  µ in the worst
case. Thus we get a realization x of the discrete project P with c  x   c  x̃    1  µ  and t  x   t  x̃   µ by
Lemma 3.2 a). Thus, as a consequence of Lemma 3.1 we get the following theorem.
Theorem 7.1. For a given deadline T (or budget B) and a fixed parameter 0  µ  1 BICRITERIA-
ROUNDING  µ  computes a realization x such that c  x   B   1  µ  and t  x   T  µ, where B  BPopt  T 
(respectively T  T Popt  B  ).
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If we choose µ  1  2 for example, we get a realization which is at most twice as expensive and
twice as long as an optimal realization for the given deadline or budget. Our analysis is tight: consider a
project P consisting of two parallel activities 1 and 2, where h1  h2  0, k1  1, k2  1  ε, c1  0   ε,
and c2  0   1 for some ε   0. An optimal realization x̃ of the linear relaxation P̃ of P for the deadline µ
is obviously given by x̃1  x̃2  µ such that t  x̃   µ and c  x̃    1  µ  ε  1  µ   1  ε  . BICRITERIA-
ROUNDING  µ  leads to the realization x of P with x1  1, x2  0, t  x   1, and c  x   1. This yields
t  x   t  x̃   1  µ and c  x   c  x̃   1   1  µ  when ε goes to 0.
We get another kind of bicriteria result if we allow our algorithm to use randomness. The motivation
to consider randomized algorithms in this context is that for a given project P and a fixed realization x̃
not all possible choices of µ can lead to an increase in cost by a factor 1   1  µ  (notice that we have
constructed different worst case examples for different values of µ in the last paragraph). By choosing
µ randomly, we can avoid the worst case behavior of BICRITERIA-ROUNDING  µ  that can occur in the
deterministic case and improve the expected performance of our algorithm:
Theorem 7.2. If the parameter µ is drawn at random with uniform distribution from the interval  γ 	 1  for
some 0  γ  1, BICRITERIA-ROUNDING  µ  computes for a given deadline T (or budget B) a realization
x such that the expected duration E  t  x   is bounded by T  ln  1  γ    1  γ  and the expected cost E  c  x  
is bounded by B   1  γ  , where B  BPopt  T  (respectively T  T Popt  B  ).
Proof. Since E  c  x   ∑ j   J E  c j  x j  it suffices to show that E  c j  x j   c j  x̃ j    1  γ  for all j  J.
By construction of the algorithm, we have
E  c j  x j    Pr  µ   x̃ j  k j   c j  0   1  x̃ j  k j1  γ  c j  0  
c j  x̃ j 
1  γ

For each fixed choice of µ we get t  x   t  x̃   µ by Lemma 3.2 a) and therefore





dµ  t  x̃ 
1  γ
ln  1  γ  
Instead of the  2 	 2  –approximation by deterministically choosing µ  1  2 we can now randomly
compute a realization where both duration and cost are expected to be within a factor of e   e  1 
1  58 of an optimal solution; this is done by setting γ  1  e and drawing µ randomly from  γ 	 1  as in
Theorem 7.2. We should however mention that such a randomized bicriteria approximation result is in
some sense weaker than a deterministic one. We cannot guarantee that there exists a feasible realization
which simultaneously achieves both bounds. Consider the example with two parallel jobs given above.
In this situation we either have to increase cost or time by a factor of 2.
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